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What have we been getting up to?
The past few months have been a very strange

Back in July some of our Dragons took part

time for everyone. However,

in the Dundee Virtual Kiltwalk and raised a

at the Dragons we have been as busy as ever

phenomenal amount of money for the club

ensuring our members feel supported

which was generously topped up by Sir Tom

and connected during this time.

Hunter.

Our coordinators have been running a virtual
programme since March which has been
filled with diverse and interesting content.
Participants have engaged in video
analysis, mental health discussions, mindset
workshops and a nutrition talk just to
name a few. One of the biggest
highlights of the programme so far has been the
Q&A sessions with Paralympic athletes including
Wheelchair Tennis Star Gordon Reid and
Wheelchair Rugby Legend Aaron Phipps.

More recently we have started running
outdoor sessions at Baxter Park, these
have been very successful as you can
see from Blair's huge smile(pictured
left). It is great to see our members
back doing what they love with extra
measures put in place of course to
ensure everyone involved is safe!
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Chat corner:
Elizabeth Ferris
We sat down with Dundee Dragons
Chairperson and founder Elizabeth Ferris to
have a chat about the club. Here's what she
had to say...

Q: Can you explain to some of our newer
members and supporters why you started
the club?
A: Sure! When I returned to Dundee after my
Spinal Cord Injury there was nowhere to play
active disability sport in the Tayside area.
There were opportunities to participate in
individual sports like Boccia and Horse Riding,
but nothing to really get the blood pumping!
I had enjoyed wheelchair sport as part of my
rehabilitation after injury, and I really wanted

Q: The Club has achieved so
much over the years, what are
you most proud of?

to get stuck into Wheelchair Rugby League.

A: Gosh that’s a tough one; a bit

Unfortunately the closest team at that time

like asking a parent who their

was in Glasgow and so I’d have been unable
to travel through weekly to train there.
I was sure there would be more than me in
the area who wanted to play active
wheelchair sport, and thus the club was born!

favourite child is! I’m so proud of
every achievement and accolade
the club has picked up over the
years, from making it to the finals
of the SportScotland Club of the
Year through to securing Direct
Club Investment funding in order to
be able to employ a co-ordinator –
all have been highlights in their
own way!
Honestly though, and as twee as
this sounds, I’m most proud of the
Dragons Family! Players,
Volunteers, Parents and Supporters
give generously of their time (and
pennies!) to keep the club moving
forward, and that is what gives me
the most joy when surveying it all.
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Q: In your opinion, what makes
Dundee Dragons unique?
A: Dragons really is unique in the
sports world because we adopted a
multi activity model very early on.
That didn’t happen because we
necessarily wanted to conquer the
world (well, that’s what we tell
people…!) but because our players
wanted to try other sports, and to
me it just made sense that the club
would facilitate that.
The pool of players for adaptive
sports is smaller to start with, so why
put extra barriers in the way by
making people become members of
multiple clubs, with all the logistical
headaches and costs that would
bring – let’s just do it all in house!
In my mind we’re a wee bit like a
school in that way; in their senior
years pupils may only study a few
select subjects, but they’re all
members of the same school – our
club works on that model too.
It’s a rarity in the sports world
though, and thus it definitely serves
as one of our USPs.
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Q: It is common knowledge that
participation in sport has many
physical and mental health benefits,
what impact has disability sport had
on your life?
A: Given me grey hairs…! Only kidding;
as demanding as it can be to run a club
like ours, the rewards are totally worth
it.
The benefits of disability sport are hard
to fully quantify sometimes; I know for
sure that in the early days after my
injury, sport was massively important in
helping me adjust to life as a
wheelchair user. It got me fitter and
stronger in my upper body, and it
certainly had a role in helping me
channel the frustrations that come with
a life changing injury. It was a real
boost to be selected to represent my
adopted nation at a World Cup; the
training and discipline required at that
time gave me a great focus and was
probably a form of therapy in itself!
Even though I don’t play so much
anymore these days, disability sport still
impacts my life greatly because I can
live vicariously though the achievements
of our players – that’s pretty awesome!
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Q: Finally, where do you see
Dragons being in 5 -10 years?
A: Remember that bit about
conquering the world…? ;)
It would be a delight to see a player
from Dragons go on to represent
Scotland at the Commonwealth
Games or indeed Great Britain at the
Paralympics. That really would be
something, and I know we have the
talent amongst our ranks to see it
happen in that timeframe.
Even if that never came about though,
as long as the club continues to
facilitate active wheelchair sport for
all who want to play it then we’ll be
flying high, and that’s my main driver
as we take the club forward year on
year.

Thanks to Elizabeth for
taking the time to chat with
us! Stay tuned to find out
who will be in our chat
corner next issue!

In the meantime why not
follow our social media
channels or email us.

gemma.lumsdaine@dundeedragons.net
kevin.rattray@dundeedragons.net

@DundeeDragons
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As always thanks to our partner groups for
their continued support!

